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Dear Members, 
 Dear Readers,  
 

The leek of a draft Communication of the European Commission to the EP and to the 
Council on an EU Budget review for the Union has raised concerns in Parliament and 
stakeholders. The draft Communication is of course "exploratory" as the current budgetary 
framework ends in December 31 2013. However, the quite "revolutionary" ideas put forward 
in the draft go against established positions of the European Parliament and its Committee 
on Regional Development. 
The Chair of the Committee has reacted promptly sending a letter to all the Members of the 
Committee and a letter to President Barroso expressing these worries. The Committee will 
debate on the ideas suggested by the draft at the 3 November meeting. 
The same day the EC will present the first conclusions of the ex post evaluation of the 2000-
2006 programming period. This exercise was launched by DG REGIO in 2007 and should be 
presented in a synthesis report by March 2010. 
The committee will vote on the Report presented by Mr van Nistelroij on a punctual reform 
proposed by the EC allowing ERDF financial support for housing interventions in favour of 
marginalised communities that acceded to the EU on or after 2004. 

The committee will hold an exchange of views with M Peter Mehlbye, Director of ESPON on 
the 2013 Programme and an external study on the benefits that cohesion expenditure has 
for Members States which are net contributors to the EU budget will be presented to the 
committee.  
The group coordinators will meet on the 3rd November in order to discuss nominations, 
hearing of the new Commissioner, external delegations or public hearings for 2010 and other 
issues which require preparation. The Chair will present their proposals, most probably, on 
the morning of the 4th November. 

*    *    * 
The aim of this Newsletter is to provide you with accurate and detailed information on the 
forthcoming REGI meeting. Part I provides you detailed information on every point in the 

mailto:reginews@europarl.europa.eu
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draft agenda. Here you will find a brief description of the subject as well as, in particular, of 
the rapporteur, shadow rapporteur, timetable, procedure applicable, administrator 
responsible, etc. 
Part II of the weekly bulletin will be devoted to reviewing the main points of the previous 
committee meeting.  
Part III   is open to contributions from Members, political groups' advisers, assistants and 
other stakeholders. Conferences, seminars, and other events may also be announced be the 
subject of short reviews. The same goes for articles, press and book reviews.  
Please do not hesitate to send us your contribution.  
The editorial deadline for those who want to contribute to PART III of the publication is eight 
days before the REGI meeting. 
Miguel Tell Cremades 
Secretary of the Committee 
 
 
 
 

 
PART I 

 
Here you will find the topics which will be discussed at the next REGI Committee meeting on 3 and 4 November 2009 

 
 
The following items will be discussed as foreseen in the draft agenda. 

 
1. Chairwoman's announcements 
 

2. Exchange of views on the Cohesion Policy in the future EU Budget - The 
2008/2009 EU Budget Review 

 
It has been drawn to the committee's attention a DRAFT COMMUNICATION from the 
Commission to the EP and to the Council which aims at "redefining the EU spending 
priorities". This Communication, which has not been adopted and is  still in drafting 
procedure at the European Commission, presents the "Commissions' vision for the EU budget 
reform". This COM is said to be the "basis for further debate with the European Parliament 
and the Council, with a view to preparing the next multiannual financial framework to be 
presented in the first half of 2010". 
The Draft Communication introduces reflections concerning cohesion policy which might be 
considered as going against well established positions of the European Parliament and the 
Committee on Regional Development in many areas. 

The Chair, after informing the members, has sent a letter to the President of the European 
Commission expressing these worries.   

An exchange of views will take place on 3rd November. 
 
3. European Year of Volunteering (2011) : Consideration of draft opinion and 

vote 
 
The purpose of the proposal presented by the Commission is to designate the year 2011 to be 
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the "European Year of Volunteering".  
 
REGI committee held an exchange of views on the opinion in its meeting in October with a 
view to consider the draft opinion in November. However, in the meantime the lead committee 
informed that it introduces changes in its calendar and intends to vote on the report the 23rd 
November 2009 with a view to adoption in plenary in December this year. 
 
In order that REGI can deliver its opinion, the following extraordinary procedure has 
been accepted by the coordinators: 
 
1) Circulation of the draft opinion before the end of the week 43 to all Members in French and 

English. 
2) Opening of a deadline for amendments by the Chair until Wednesday 28 October. 

Amendments could only be put forward in English. 
3) Consideration of draft the 3rd November and vote the 4th November 
 
 
PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Draftsperson: Karima Delli Exchange of views: 06/10/2009  
Lead Committee: CULT Consideration of draft opinion: 3/11/2009 
Responsible administrator: Diana Haase Planned deadline for Ams: 28/10/2009 

Planned adoption REGI: 4/11/2009 Procedure 2009/0072(CNS) 
Planned adoption in plenary: ../12/2009 (tbc) 

 
 

4. Presentation by the European Commission (Ms Katarína Mathernová, Deputy 
Director-General and Ms Veronica Gaffey, Head of Unit of the Evaluation unit) 
on the first results of the ex post evaluations of the Cohesion Policy 
programmes of the 2000-2006 period 

 
 
The Commission through its Directorate-General for Regional policy, launched the ex post 
evaluation of the 2000-2006 period in 2007.  The evaluation of the ERDF under Objectives 1 
and 2 involves 14 phased and interlinked work packages which will culminate in a synthesis 
report in March 2010.  Four evaluations have recently been completed and the main 
conclusions and recommendations will be presented to the Committee.  The evaluations 
concern management and implementation systems; the ERDF and rural development; the 
ERDF and gender and demography; and the unit costs of major projects. 
 
The European Commission will present to the Committee the outcome of the undertaken 
evaluation of the 2000-2006 period. An exchange of views will follow. 

5. General provisions on the European Regional Development Fund, the 
European Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund as regards simplification of 
certain requirements and as regards certain provisions relating to financial 
management 

 
On 3 September, the General Director of DG Regio, Mr. Dirk Ahner, appeared in the 
Committee on Regional Development to present the background and contents of the new 
proposal modifying the General Regulation of the Structural funds adopted on 22 July by the 
European Commission. 
As regards the modifications to the General Regulation, Mr. Ahner highlighted that they aim to 
simplifying the rules of accession to and of management of Community funds both at 
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Programme and at project level. A new provision under art. 77 has also been added aiming at 
temporarily increasing up to 100% the reimbursement for ESF projects in the Member States 
that so decide, under the condition of counterbalancing their cofinancing quota after 2010. 
A second exchange of views without document also took place during the REGI committee 
meeting on 6 October in order for the Rapporteur, Mr Kirilov, to inform the Members on the 
state of play and for the political groups to present their positions. 
Since the Council has not found an agreement on art. 77 yet, no formal procedure has been 
opened in the Committee by now. 
A new exchange of views without document will take place during the meeting, after the 
Rapporteur has informed Members on the latest developments at the Council. 
 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Evgeni Kirilov First exchange of views: 3 September 2009    
Responsible administrator: Elisa Daffarra Second exchange of views without doc: 6 October 2009    

Third exchange of views without doc: 3-4 Nov 2009 (tbc)  
Consideration of draft report:    
Planned deadline for Ams:  
Planned adoption REGI:   

Procedure 2009/0107(AVC) 

Planned adoption in plenary:   
 
 
 

6. Eligibility of housing interventions in favour of marginalised communities 
 
This proposal follows the European Parliament and Council repeated requests for the EU to 
take measures to combat social inclusion, including the particular situation of Roma. 
 
This proposal aims to permit the ERDF financial support for housing interventions in favour of 
marginalised communities living in the Member States that acceded to the European Union on 
or after 1 May 2004. In the new Member States, the great majority of these communities live in 
rural areas and in shelters (in rural as well as in urban areas) and they cannot benefit from 
the ERDF support, as the current legislation do not permit housing interventions outside the 
urban areas or the replacement of existing shelters by houses in favour of marginalised 
communities living in new Member States. 
 
This proposal met a large consensus in the Working Party on Structural Measures of the 
Council, which made only minor changes to the initial text. 
The Rapporteur decided to take on board all the amendments proposed by the Council and not 
to present any new amendments or additions to the text, considering the context and the 
urgency of the matter, and particularly the fact that marginalised populations are indubitably 
the most affected by the current economic crisis. 
 
14 amendments have been presented to this report, which will be put into vote during the next 
REGI meeting. 
 
PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Lambert Van Nistelrooij (EPP) Consideration of draft report: 5/6 October 2009 
Responsible administrator: Agnieszka Kunat Planned deadline for AMs: 14 October 2009         

Planned adoption REGI:  3/4  November 2009       Procedure 2009/0105(COD) 
Planned adoption in plenary:  December 2009  
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Spatial Planning Observation Network) on its activities and the 2013 
Programme 

 
 
The Director of the ESPON Coordination Unit, Mr Peter Mehlbye has been invited to present 
the activities of ESPON, as well as the ESPON 2013 Programme. 
 
ESPON is one of the three EU programmes (Interact, Urbact and ESPON) that deal with 
networks and exchange of experience. ESPON's aim in particular is to provide applied research 
and impact analysis on territorial development and spatial planning, and thus to support 
policy development in the context of an enlarged European Union.  
 
The programme is carried out by 25 EU member states and the EU Commission, with the 
participation of Norway and Switzerland as full members. Through the ESPON programme the 
Commission and the Member States expect to provide for a better understanding on territorial 
dynamics and imbalances in the European regions and for a better application of the 
European Spatial Development Perspective. ESPON shall contribute to the coordination of 
territorial decisions, as well as to the integration of the work of policy makers, administrators 
and scientist. It draws the attention to the spatial dimension in territorial cohesion policy and 
provides for a strong European "territorial" scientific community.  
 
The ESPON 2013 Programme was adopted by the European Commission in 2007 and is partly 
financed by the European Regional Development Fund. It seeks to support the provision of 
analyses and comparable information on framework conditions which to be of benefit for the 
development of regions, cities and larger territories. Some of its particular goals are to improve 
European competitiveness, foster territorial cooperation and sustainable development by 
facilitating the mobilisation of territorial capital and development opportunities in the 
European regions. In this context, the program launched 4 calls for proposals and interest. 
 
After the presentation, Members will be able to address questions to Mr Mehlbye and engage a 
debate on the work and output prepared by ESPON. 
 
 
 
8. External study on "The economic return of cohesion expenditure for Member 

States" 
 
Presentation by the authors, Dr John Bradley (EMDS, Dublin - Ireland), 
Prof. Dr Gerhard Untiedt (GEFRA, Münster - Germany) and Prof. Dr. Janusz 
Zaleski (WARR, Wroclaw - Poland) 

 
The presentation of the study on The Economic Return of Cohesion Expenditure for Member 
States will be given by Dr. John Bradley (EMDS, Dublin, Ireland), Prof. Dr. Gerhard Untiedt 
(GEFRA, Münster, Germany) and Prof. Dr. Janusz Zaleski (WARR, Wroclaw, Poland). 
  
The objective of the study is to analyse the manner in which cohesion expenditure affects net 
contributors (donor states)by identifying and quantifying spillovers and leakages emanating 
from the recipient states and affecting the donor states.  
  
Most of the recipient member states are small open economies with narrow industrial bases, 
where many capital products or other goods which are vital for the implementation of the 
priorities of EU structural interventions, are not produced at home but have to be imported, 
often from other, more advanced industrialised EU economies. The main donor states, on the 
other hand, tend to be large, diverse, advanced economies, producing many of the kinds of 
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capital and other goods and services that are required by recipient states as they go through a 
process of development and faster growth. 
 
The study examines the existence, transmission mechanisms and magnitudes of any 
beneficial effects of cohesion expenditure from the recipient states back to the donor states, in 
order to address ways in which the donor states might also benefit indirectly from the 
implementation of cohesion policy in the EU.   
  
It draws on extensive research experience in a wide range of areas of economic research and 
policy modelling, much of it incorporated into the system of HERMIN models of the states that 
receive cohesion expenditure assistance as well as the states which are net donors to the EU 
budget that funds such programmes.   
  
At the end of the presentation, Members will have the opportunity to ask questions. 
 
 
9. Date of next meeting 
 
The next meeting will take place on Wednesday 2 December 2009 from 15.00 to 18.30 and 
on Thursday 3 December 2009 from 9.00 to 12.30 in Brussels. 
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PART II 
Here you will find information on the issues discussed in the last REGI meetings held on 

 5 and 6 October 2009 
  

 
 
1. OPEN DAYS 2009 European Week of Regions and Cities, Opening Session 

Following a formal opening by the Chair of the Committee on Regional Development, two key 
speeches were delivered by President José Manuel Barroso and Maud Olofsson, Deputy Prime 
Minister representing the Swedish Presidency. A panel debate on the theme "Global crisis, 
regional responses?" was held: 
 

 Regional and local authorities play an important role in delivering cohesion policy 
objectives, as well as in fighting climate change and finding solutions to the economic 
crisis. Therefore multi-level governance systems and the application of the partnership 
principle should be reinforced. Challenges are best addressed by a place based policy 
approach. 

 Territorial cohesion should be seen as a measure to turn territorial diversity into regional 
strength in order to respond to the current financial crisis. 

 Cohesion policy is an important tool for EU to respond to the current crisis, but 
individual replies will vary across the regions of the European Union. Its measures 
indirectly support national budgets, but also contribute to the structural modernisation 
of European economies. Innovation, research and development, knowledge economy and 
sustainable economic growth should be at the core of the post 2010 Lisbon Strategy. 

 Two key points emerged about territorial cooperation and macro-regions: macro regions 
should be a part of EU "toolbox" and the delays of the implementation of the European 
Groupings of Territorial Cooperation should be overcome. 

 
 Overall improvement of the communication strategy concerning the cohesion policy is 

needed. 
 

2. The Committee endorsed the following proposals of the coordinators 

• Proposal for a decision of the European Parliament and of the Council on the mobilisation of 
the EU Solidarity Fund (COM(2009)445 Final ).  
 
The Committee endorsed with unanimity the proposal of the coordinators, that the Chair 
sends a letter to the committee on Budget approving the proposed assistance. 

 
• Allocation of non-legislative opinions: 

a) Report on the Commission White Paper "Adapting to climate change: Towards a 
European framework for action" COM(2009)0147 
This opinion will be drafted by the S-D group. 

b) Report on the Commission communication "A community approach on the prevention of 
natural and man made disasters" COM(2009)0082 
This opinion will be drafted by ALDE. 
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c) Agriculture in areas with natural handicaps: A special health check COM(2009)0161 
and working document SEC(2009)0449 
This opinion will be drafted by the EPP group. 

d) A sustainable future for transport (COM(2009)0279) 
This opinion will be drafted by the EPP group. 

 
• Allocation of initiative reports 

 
a) Reports allocated to the EPP group: 
- "Contribution of EU regional policy towards fighting the financial and economic crisis, 

with a special reference to Objective 2" 
- "Achieving real territorial, social and economic cohesion within the EU - a sine qua 

non condition for global competitiveness?" 
- (Implementation report) "Report on the implementation of the synergies of research 

and innovation earmarked funds in Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006 concerning the 
European Fund of Regional Development and the Seventh Framework Programme for 
Research and Development in cities and regions as well as in the Member States and 
the Union" 

b) Reports allocated to S-D group: 
- "Contribution of the Cohesion policy to the achievement of Lisbon objectives" 
- "The European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region and the role of macro-regions 

in the future cohesion policy" 
c) Reports allocated to ALDE (ALDE will inform the Secretariat about its decision which INI 

report they intend to draft): 
- "Good governance with regards to the EU regional policy: procedures of assistance 

and control by the European Commission" 
d) Reports allocated to the Greens/EFA group: 
- "Transparency in regional policy and its funding" 

 
The coordinators decided to discuss in the future about drafting one of the INI reports 
proposed by the Greens: "New indicators for the measurement of the socio-economic 
situation of regions and for the identification of disadvantages after the Commission 
communication on 'GDP and beyond' and after the Stiglitz report." 

 
• Delegations, studies 

 
Groups are to send their proposals for the 2010 delegations as well as for the studies, 
before the REGI meeting in November. 
 

• REGI delegation to Madeira 
The Delegation to Madeira, Portugal will take place the 26-28 October 2009. The draft 
programme and the list of participants is available in the secretariat. 
 
 

3. Exchange of views with Ms Cecilia Malmström, Minister for European Union 
Affairs, Sweden and Mr Pawel Samecki, Commissioner for Regional Policy, on 
the European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region  

In his opening speech, Commissioner Samecki highlighted that the Strategy has a new 
approach; with no new legislative framework, no newly created institutions and no new funds. 
Mr. Samecki informed that DG REGIO, in cooperation with the European Investment Bank, is to 
put in place an advisory service on funding matters. The Commissioner recalled that the EP was 
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the initiator of the process, and it should be involved in the implementation phase, by e.g. 
participating in annual fora to review progress. 

Ms Malmström repeated that the EP was the “midwife” of the initiative. She stressed that one of 
the key lessons learned is that committed stakeholders have to be taken on board from the very 
beginning of the process. The Baltic Sea Strategy is internal to the EU, it is not meant to cover 
complex structures of cooperation with third countries. Russia and Norway were informed about 
the Strategy and they even participate in some projects. She concluded that this method can be 
applied in other areas, but it needs to be adopted. 

The Members of the Committee on Regional Development raised a number of issues: 

• It is important to pursue cooperation with third countries; there is a need to clarify the 
role of Russia and Norway in implementing the Strategy; 

 
• The regional dimension should not get lost in this new initiative. It is necessary to 

analyse how regions further inland from the coast of the Baltic Sea could get involved and 
how remote areas and outermost regions can participate in future macro-regional 
strategies. 

 
• Funds other than those of cohesion policy should be envisaged to contribute to the 

actions, International financial organisations have already shown their interest and 
willingness to provide financial support. 

 
• There is a need to ensure that energy and transport infrastructure networks that allow 

for a high level of regional interconnectedness of high quality are secured. 
 

• The Baltic Sea Strategy was originally initiated by the European Parliament, and 
Parliament should remain involved and contribute to achieving the ambitious targets set 
out in this Strategy.  

 
Following the debate the Chair of the Committee sent a letter to the president in office of the 
Council expressing general political support from the REGI Committee to the Strategy. 
 

4. Exchanges of views 

� Proposal for a Council regulation (EC) amending Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 
laying down general provisions on the European Regional Development Fund, the 
European Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund concerning certain provisions 
relating to financial management - AVC 

 Rapporteur: Evgeni Kirilov (S-D) 
 
� Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council amending 

Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006 on the European Regional Development Fund as 
regards the eligibility of energy efficiency and renewable energy investments in 
housing - COD 

 Rapporteur: Lambert Van Nistelrooij (EPP) 
 
• Proposal for a Council decision on the European Year of Volunteering (2011) – CNS 

(without document) 
Draftsperson: Karima Delli (Greens/EFA) 
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5. Consideration of draft report 

 Reduced rates of excise duty in Madeira and the Azores– CNS 
Rapporteur: Elie Hoarau (GUE/NGL) 
 
 

6. Workshop on cohesion policy given by DG REGIO officials 

This workshop was organised together with the Commission with the aim to help Members gain 
insight into the key features of cohesion policy. The presentations were made by Mr Rudolf 
Niessler, Director, Mr Nicholas Martyn, Director, DG REGIO, European Commission. 

Themes: 

 Brief historical overview of current framework of European cohesion policy, especially 
2000-2006 versus 2007-2013 programming period  

 Present and future issues on delivery of the policy: levels of programming, monitoring 
and evaluation, financial issues, control and audit. 

 
 

7. OPEN DAYS 2009 European Week of Regions and Cities, COTER/REGI 
Workshop on "The present and future benefits of cohesion policy" 

 
The REGI-COTER meeting brought together MEPs from the European Parliament's Committee 
on Regional Development (REGI), Members of the Committee of the Regions' Commission for 
Territorial Cohesion (COTER). This joint meeting was co-chaired by REGI Chair Danuta Hübner 
and COTER Chair Michael Schneider. 
 
Conclusions: 

 
• There is a general support for CP as a European development policy that  strives for 

economic, social and territorial cohesion; 
• It is important to follow an integrated approach when applying cohesion policies and there 

is a need to limit sectorial approaches that can dilute the objectives of CP; 
• Macroregional strategies, if carefully managed, can provide a framework for a new 

territorial cooperation that invests in real projects; however the regional dimension should 
not be overridden by a national approach; 

• The involvement of local and regional level is very important and the Treaty of  Lisbon will 
allow for a closer cooperation in this respect. 

 
 

8. AN AGENDA FOR A REFORMED COHESION POLICY (BARCA REPORT), 
Presentation by the author, Mr Fabrizio Barca 

 
After Mr Barca had presented the concept and main ideas put forward in his report, a 
discussion unfolded and a number of interesting issues and questions were raised. 
 

 There was a debate about the core priorities proposed by the professor, particularly about 
the role of infrastructures. Mr Barca explained that infrastructures are not targets but 



tools of development. Hence in his concept they can be a key component of a broader 
priority. 

 In response to some concerns about his ideas Mr Barca pointed out that market 
liberalisation is a principle element of the European Union, but it must be supplemented 
by development policy. Resources should target competitiveness and employment and 
innovation is very important in the future development of the cohesion policy. In these 
sense synergies between policies and programmes supporting innovation and R&D 
should be created. 

 Members highlighted the idea of reintroducing innovative policy initiatives that involve 
local actors. 

 The Treaty refers to reducing disparities that can be obstacles to the single market, but 
development policy is not seen like this by all politicians. The multisectoral cohesion 
policy instead of a horizontal one and the multisectoral fund is a revolutionary idea but it 
would certainly generate heated debates. 

 The question was raised whether or not rural development should be brought back to 
cohesion policy, and Mr Barca agreed to this idea. 

 According to the Professor instead of convergence harmonious development and reducing 
disparities should be at the core of the cohesion policy. As regards indicators, 
GDP/capita does measure neither efficiency nor equity very well. It does not indicate 
whether convergence is happening and neither does its catching up mean better social 
inclusion. 

 Members also raised concerns about the place based approach, the principles behind it 
and its relations to other EU policies. 

 
 
 

PART III - Other News 

Here you will find the latest news related to Committee activities and cohesion policy issues   
 

 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Library News 
Library briefings 

 
http://www.library.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/rep/09-Briefings/2009-046-European-Year-of-

Volunteering-2011-FINAL.pdfEuropean Year of Volunteering 2011 / EP Library, October 2009 
(Available on the Library website - see the briefing) 
 
The EU has a rich tradition of volunteering. The importance of voluntary activity has long been 
recognised by the EU institutions and advisory bodies, as well as the Council of Europe and the United 
Nations. It is widely accepted that volunteering contributes to social cohesion and to the personal 
development of volunteers. However, across the EU, volunteering faces a series of challenges. The 

European Commission has therefore made a proposal for a Council Decision on the European Year of Volunteering 
2011. 

 
Latest analysis  

 
European Cities monitor 2009 / EUKN; Cushman & Wakefield, October 2009 
 
The European Cities Monitor examined which European city can be considered ‘best for business’ and ‘the best city in 
which to locate a business today’. According to this survey, executed by Cushman & Wakefield for the 20th time, 
Warsaw is the city which can expect the biggest influx of companies in the next five years. In addition, London was 
categorized as the best business city in Europe. (Available on the Library website - see latest analyses) 
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The effectiveness of Structural Measures spending on waste water treatment for the 1994-1999 and 2000-
2006 programme periods / Court of Auditors, Special Report No 3/2009  
 
The Court’s audit focused on Cohesion Fund and ERDF funded plants for the 1994-1999 and 2000-2006 programme 
periods, in Spain, Portugal, Greece and Ireland which represented the majority of the spending in this area. The audit 
conclusions presented in this report are based on an examination of management and control systems at the 
Commission and on an assessment of the performance of 73 treatment plants. In addition, the disposal of sewage 
sludge produced as a by-product of waste water treatment and the role of the Commission in the area of waste water 
were also looked at. 
 
The Court concluded that, in general, Structural Measures have contributed to an improvement in waste water 
treatment in the four Member States audited. (Available on the Library website - see latest analyses) 

Other events 
 

Conference on 
Climate Proofing EU Structural and Cohesion Funds 

17 November 2009 - 9:00 - 17:00 
European Parliament - Brussels 

 
Friends of the Earth Europe, CEE Bankwatch Network and the group of the 
Greens/EFA organize a one-day conference on “Climate Proofing EU Structural and Cohesion 
Funds" which will take place on November 17, 2009, 9:00 - 17:00, in the European Parliament 
in Brussels (See Provisional agenda). 
  
There is a strong consensus that climate change is one of the biggest challenges for European 
regions. It will affect adversely both human and non-human environment and pose significant 
constraints to regional and local economies. Therefore, mitigating and adapting to 
climate change is a matter of urgent policy actions supported by targeted funding resources. 
Taking timely action to place society and the economy on a low carbon pathway of development 
can be also a recipe for creating green jobs and market opportunities while ensuring energy 
security and long term prosperity. 
  
EU structural and cohesion funds are the second biggest line in the EU budget providing 
347 billion euro for the period 2007-2013 aimed to deliver regional development and social 
cohesion. The 2007-2013 financial period provided new opportunities for EU funds to finance  
energy efficiency, renewable energy, sustainable transport systems and integrated urban 
development. Yet, at the same time a considerable  
amount of the funds are still allocated for interventions (especially in ‘cohesion’ countries for 
road construction) which are likely to lock countries into climate intensive development 
scenarios. 
  
In the next three years important decisions on the future of cohesion policy and the EU budget 
will be taken, therefore this conference aims to engage members of the European Parliament, 
EU officials and national/regional governments, civil society and media in a one-
day constructive discussion on the following issues: 

• What is the climate impact of EU funds programmes and projects -  
presentation of analyses and case studies about the implementation of  
climate mitigation and adaptation projects for the 2007-2013 financial  
period. 

• What are the opportunities and success factors based on good practices  
for “de-carbonisation” of EU funds programmes and projects in transport  
and energy sectors  

http://www.library.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/lis/site/policyAreaPostDetail.form?postId=30643&policyAreaId=18
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• What are the common problems and barriers for the use of the EU funds  
for climate mitigation and adaptation projects  

• What kind of cohesion policy EU needs in order to deliver low carbon  
development in European regions - recommendations for climate proofing  
of the future cohesion policy and the new financial perspective 2014-2020 

  
Please note that CEE Bankwatch Network in collaboration with Counter Balance is organizing a 
conference “The European Investment  Bank – ready for development?” 18-19th November in 
the European Parliament (Brussels) so participants are encouraged to attend both conferences. 
  
For more information, please contact Monika Matus: 
monia.matus@bankwatch.org,  
Tel: +32 (0) 2 893 1032  
 

Chair's participation to other events 
in November 

 
Ms Hübner has accepted invitations to participate, as a chairperson of the Committee, in the 
following events: 
 
4 November Brussels, 

Charlemagne 
Permanent 
Representation of 
Poland and Polish 
regions 

Conference "The cohesion policy - 
thoughts for today and tomorrow" 

4 November Brussels BUSINESSEUROPE Participation in the BUSINESSEUROPE 
REGI  Working Group 

5-6 November Katowice (Poland) Regional 
associations  

Conference on “Urban Policy in Poland 
and in other EU Member States in the 
context of Polish National Cohesion 
Strategy and the Present and Future 
Cohesion Policy of EU”  

17 November Brussels, EP Friends of the 
Earth,  

Conference "Climate Proofing EU 
Structural and Cohesion Funds 

20-21 
November 

Vienna (AT) Institute for 
Human Sciences 

Forum Climate Change  

27 November 

 

Marseille (F) CRPM  Seminar on "Regional Responses for 
Leading Europe out of the crisis" 

30 November 

1st December 

Warsaw (PL) DG REGIO Conference on evaluation of Cohesion 
Policy 

 
 

 

mailto:monia.matus@bankwatch.org
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